START YOUR ROOM TRANSFORMATION

Buying a fitted wardrobe from Millers
- everything you need to know
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INTRODUCTION

Are you fed up raking through your wardrobe
every morning in the attempt
to find something stylish to wear?
Do you spend hours at night ironing in front
of the TV only to later squeeze it into ill-fitting
drawers and limited hanging space?
Perhaps you already have a fitted
wardrobe but all it has is a rail and a
shelf; meaning that more often than not
your clothes end up tossed up in piles
with your shoes casually thrown in at
the bottom.
Fear not you are not alone!
A bespoke fitted wardrobe could be the
solution to your ever-occurring storage
headache, and this guide will provide
you with all the information you need to
restore calm in your morning routine.

Talking you through the process step
by step, this guide will equip you with
all the information you need to feel
confident in your decision to install a
fitted wardrobe, taking the confusion
out of your room transformation.
Grab a cuppa and dive straight in!
P.S don’t forget that if your question
isn’t answered drop me an email at
gary@millersofcarnoustie.co.uk

and I’ll answer you back
personally!

Millers of Montrose/Carnoustie
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1. What is a fitted wardrobe?

A fitted wardrobe is a storage solution that is built into the wall of
your room and cannot be moved. It can be custom built to best fit
your room and storage requirements; selecting door fronts to match
your home decor.
Through clever design the wardrobe will feel like part of the wall. This
helps a room feel more spacious with storage tucked away neatly
behind an attractive frontage.

2. Where can a fitted wardrobe be
fitted?
You’ll be pleased to hear that a fitted wardrobe can be positioned
almost anywhere.
A blank wall is the easiest to work with, however as internals and
doors can be made to measure, it is possible to work around coombed
ceilings, old uneven walls, pipework, chimney breasts and other
awkward obstacles; helping you to make the most of your space.
Personally, we would also recommend that they are positioned on
an internal wall to minimise the effects of damp or condensation.
However with the right ventilation and insulation in place this risk
can be minimised.

SECTION 1 - THE BASICS
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3. Eight benefits of fitted
wardrobes
With increasingly busy lives, we all crave
a bedroom that we can retreat to. A
place to de-stress and unwind from day
to day life, just like those we see in those
glossy magazines.
However, in reality, one of the most
common complaints from homeowners
when it comes to their bedrooms is the
lack of storage which causes chaos
instead of calm.
When looking for bedroom storage
ideas, one simple way to boost your
bedroom storage is with built-in/fitted
wardrobes. Here we have laid out 8
benefits from choosing fitted wardrobes
for your storage solution.
1. Fitted wardrobes will make your
mornings less stressful
Finding an outfit when your clothes are
crammed into drawers, poorly laid out shelves
or minimal hanging space is stressful. You can’t
see what you actually have in your wardrobe
and you probably end up wearing the same
clothes time and time again because it’s too
difficult to see what else you have.
A well designed fitted wardrobe can restore
order to your closet space and help you
rediscover long lost pieces. You’ll be starting
your day on the right foot, creating that extra
bit of time for that compulsory cup of coffee.
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2. You can choose interior fittings to suit
your lifestyle
Love shoes? You can ensure there is enough
space allocated to shoe racks to show off
your collection rather than have them
scrambled together at the bottom.
Have an amazing range of shirts and suits?
You can tailor your interior to make them
easy to sort through while giving plenty of
space to your weekend casuals.
Whatever passion for clothing or accessories
you have, there’s a wide variety of hanging
rails, drawers, and shelves that will suit your
own needs. No more compromising on
standard wardrobe fixings.
3. Fitted wardrobes will create more
space
The average bedroom size in the UK has
reduced dramatically over the past two
decades so often by the time you’ve added a
double bed, you are struggling to see where
a chest of drawers, wardrobe and dressing
table can be accommodated.
Unlike a free-standing wardrobe, with a
fitted wardrobe, they can be measured to
fit perfectly and you can maximise the floor
space you have. Along with reducing clutter,
they can fit in seamlessly into a room avoiding
the overpowering look of stand-alone units.
If you also opt for sliding doors, you no longer
need to fit furniture around door openings
and if you choose mirror doors, these can
further enhance the sense of space.

1. Fitted wardrobes will make your mornings
less stressful
2. You can choose interior fittings to suit
your lifestyle
3. Fitted wardrobes will create more space
4. They can quickly update your decor
5. Fitted Wardrobes help hide the mess
6. They make the most of awkward spaces
7. You can adapt your choices to fit your
budget
8. Fitted wardrobes are a good investment
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4. They can quickly update your decor
A fitted wardrobe can be a great way to update your room and create
a cohesive look. If you’ve been craving a new look, then ditching your
old-fashioned furniture and replacing it with a sleek and stylish storage
solution will help stop the feeling of being outdated.
5. Fitted Wardrobes help hide the mess
We are creatures of habit, so no matter how strong our intentions are,
there is the potential that will still be lazy when it comes to putting away
our clothes.
Rather than living in denial, or continually promising yourself to adopt
the Kon Mari folding methods, just embrace your tendencies and use the
fitted wardrobe as a place to hide it all.
6. They make the most of awkward spaces
Coombed ceilings and hidden pipework can often mean that your room
ends up a strange shape; making it difficult to furnish. A fitted wardrobe
can be tailored to fit the full height of a room and hide these annoying
waste areas.
Yes, even those tight corners can be made into usable storage space
with a fitted wardrobe. They can also take into account uneven floor
levels too!
7. You can adapt your choices to fit your budget
Whether it’s gloss, glass or fixings, there is now a full range of designs,
styles, and finishes that you can choose from to match your budget.
8. Fitted wardrobes are a good investment
While you may not be able to take them with you to a new home, home
buyers place a premium on storage and it’s likely that you’ll recoup the
investment made.
If you take time to choose durable, stylish fittings and doors, it’s likely that a
buyer will recognise these as a bonus when buying a home.

SECTION 1 - THE BASICS
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Fitted wardrobes vs standalone wardrobes

* These images are for illustrative purposes only
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Example
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4. Fitted wardrobes vs standalone wardrobes

While you have your heart set on resolving your storage needs, its natural that you may be weighing up the pros and cons
of a fitted wardrobe versus a standalone wardrobe.

Advantages of a freestanding wardrobe

Disadvantages of freestanding wardrobe

1. The mobility of a stand-alone wardrobe
The portability of the wardrobe means that you could move it to a
different bedroom if you decide to re-furnish your room or change
around your overall home layout. And of course, it can come with
you if you decide to move home too.

1. Limited sizes

2. The availability of matching furniture
When you buy a stand-alone wardrobe, it’s likely that you’ll be able to
buy other bedroom furniture items from the same range. Other pieces
are readily available i.e. bedsides, chest units and vanity units.
If you love a clean, simple and easy to style bedroom, then this will save
you time shopping for different elements.
3. It can be resold/replaced easily
If you love restyling your home or know that moving home may be a
possibility in the near future, the ability to sell and repurchase a new
wardrobe may be an advantage.
Whatever the reason, with a freestanding/stand alone wardrobe you
could sell the furniture on, generating some income for your next item.
4. Same Day Purchase/Delivery
Depending on where you purchase your stand alone wardrobe from,
it is entirely possible that you could take it home that day.
This is particularly true for flat pack wardrobes available from shops
such as IKEA and B&Q, who will carry stock of standard ranges. While
you may spend a few hours hunched over those instructions, it can
helpful for urgent purchases.
Ready assembled wardrobes are also likely to have a shorter lead time
than a fitted wardrobe.
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Freestanding wardrobes tend to come in three different sizes: single,
double and three door variations. With standard depth and heights,
this can limit your options when it comes to position in your bedroom
and achieving the right overall look. It may also mean you need to
compromise on other furniture choices to fit around your wardrobe.
2. Wasted space
Most freestanding wardrobes utilise just three quarters of the height
of a standard room. This leaves a significant amount of unusable space
above the height of your room which can feel frustrating as many of us
struggle with overall storage in our homes. In addition, it is likely that
you’ll have some under utilised space around your wardrobes, which is
just left to gather dust or becoming a dumping ground for the rest of the
family.
3. They can make a room feel cluttered
Whether it’s because we piled junk above the wardrobe in order to just
‘put it somewhere’ or that their size can sometimes feel imposing in
today’s smaller homes, a freestanding wardrobe will tend to present a
less streamlined visual appearance.
4. Harder to organise
A freestanding wardrobe will typically come with either just hanging
space or a combination of hanging space and drawers/shelving.
These are standard layouts and not designed around your storage
requirements. Despite loving the overall look of your wardrobe, you can
quickly become frustrated as shoes piles up at the bottom and jumpers
just thrown in results in a general jumble sale appearance starts to
emerge.
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Advantages of a fitted wardrobe
1. Maximises space
A fitted wardrobe allows you to maximise the space available as the
frame is custom built to your requirements. In particular, taking the
frame from floor to ceiling allows you to benefit from the maximum
storage opportunities.
2. Internal storage to suit you
When it comes to storage, this is where the fitted wardrobe excels as
you can design this to suit your lifestyle and clothing preferences too.
Perhaps you work in an office all week, where a tailored suit is required,
and at the weekend you have a more casual attire. Having a fitted
wardrobe allows you to organise this more visually so that you’re not
wasting time searching every morning.
3. Easy to incorporate into your style
Due to the extensive selection of colours and finishings available, it is
really easy to match in with your decor and other furniture. You could
choose to keep some of your favourite pieces or you could mix and
match with another furniture range.
Either way, with the wide selection that is available you are almost
guaranteed to find a colour to match your room.
4. It will make your room seem bigger
Fitted wardrobes are full length drawing your eyes to the ceiling rather
than just three-quarters of the way up the wall with a freestanding
wardrobe. In addition, if you choose to add mirrors this will reflect the
natural light available and add depth to your room.
5. You can hide awkward spaces
In every home, there are awkward spaces that can be hard to furnish.
When you opt for a fitted wardrobe, you can design your wardrobe
space around it, making the most of those sloped ceilings and fireplace
flumes for items like handbag or shoe storage.
6. Maximises natural light
How often do you try and put make-up on and get frustrated by the light
level? Using mirrored door fronts, a fitted wardrobe will maximise the
SECTION 1 - THE BASICS

natural light available and make your room so much brighter. Plus you
don’t need to find additional wall space for a floor-length mirror!

Disadvantages of fitted wardrobe
1. Permanent fixture
Due to the custom fit, a fitted wardrobe is generally viewed to be
permanent and cannot be taken with you if you move home.
2. Higher Cost
While it depends on what designs you are comparing, fitted wardrobes
tend to be more expensive than freestanding wardrobes.
However, they are also viewed as a long-term investment and can add
value to your home should you decide to move.
3. Difficult to rearrange the space
A quick restyle can normally be achieved by moving furniture around
and changing accessories. However as a fitted wardrobe is secured in
position permanently, this will mean less flexibility in your room layout
post install.
4. Longer delivery time
While a fitted wardrobe will give you a custom build suited to your
lifestyle and requirements, you won’t be able to to buy a fitted wardrobe
off the shelf for immediate delivery.
The lead time is down to a measurement appointment, time to design,
ordering of materials and then the build time on-site.

In Summary
While freestanding wardrobes are versatile and give your bedroom a
relaxed feel; fitted wardrobes are more streamlined and make better
use of awkward spaces. But when it comes to choosing which is best for
you, then we’d suggest that you consider how you use your bedroom
and the overall style that you are trying to achieve.
If in doubt, seek the advice of professional furniture designers to see
how you can transform your bedroom and create that sanctuary you’ve
been dreaming of.
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5. Shelves vs drawers
vs hanging space:
which is best?
When it comes to designing
the perfect fitted wardrobe,
you may be wondering how you
decide what hanging, shelving
and drawer space you need. The
possibilities can seem endless
with various configurations of
pull down hanging rails, shelves,
vanity units, baskets and shoe
racks!
With over 20 years combined
joinery experience, we’ve both
designed and installed a wide
range of internal storage options
and would start by saying there
really is no ‘one-size fits all’.
However, to help you get the
most out of your investment,
there are a number of
advantages and disadvantages
when it comes to shelves vs
drawers vs hanging space that
will help you design the perfect
fitted wardrobe for you.
SECTION 4 - FAQS

Fitted wardrobe drawers - advantages

Fitted wardrobe drawers - disadvantages

Drawers are easily subdivided into
compartments to allow separation and easy
filing;

You will find a drawer will fill quickly with bulky
items such as jumpers, two or three will fill the
drawer;

They conceal items you might not like on show;

Clothes might get trapped in the opening and
closing mechanism if the drawer is overfilled;

They provide an attractive clutter-free finish,
hiding a multitude of sins;
For irregular shape items they provide a much
better use of space;
They can provide better access to items at the
back of the wardrobe;

The drawer needs to be shut in order to let the
wardrobe sliding door move in front to close;
Without proper subdivisions, a drawer
containing small items such as jewellery or
make-up will quickly get messy;

Perfect if you are a fan of the Marie Kondo
decluttering process!

Above shoulder height they don’t work as well,
because you can’t see into them without a step.

Fitted wardrobe shelves - advantages

Fitted wardrobe shelves - disadvantages

Shelves can allow you to display your clothes
properly even when not in use. For e.g if you
have collection of shoes, you don’t want to hide
them away;

Items will move around and likely to get removed
from their original homes;

It is easy to stack clothing such as t-shirts or
trousers on shelving;
You can use removable boxes and baskets to
keep shelves in order and allow you to make
better use of higher shelves;
You can vary them in height depending on
storage needs, e.g. shoes.

They provide less support for stacked clothes
so will likely need dividers to help items such as
jumpers from toppling over;
If not kept in order, it may start to look messy.
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Fitted wardrobe hanging space
- advantages

Fitted wardrobe hanging space
- disadvantages

Hanging space will keep clothes from
wrinkling up and getting creased;

If an item is not hung properly it will fall
off and get crumpled;

Great storage for items that are hard to
fold, such as silk tops or shirts;

Wasted space underneath if the
optimum hanging length is not used;

Items are easy to find and quick to
access;

If too many clothes are hung in the
space it’s easy for garments to hide at
the back hidden from view.

You can file items easily by occasion,
colour, season.

Shelves vs drawers vs hanging space - the verdict!
Storage space is at an absolute premium in our modern homes. Not only has
the average bedroom size got smaller, our selection of clothing has got bigger!
Therefore it is imperative that we make the most efficient use of the space
available.
However realistically, it will not be a single storage solution for your fitted
wardrobe but a combination of a few.
What you really need to do is figure out how much you need of each of them.
The best way to do that is to take a look at your current clothing and think about
how you would like to access them:
-- Do you want them on show or discreetly folded away?
-- Is it likely that you will keep on top of presentation or would a drawer be
better as you can hide it all away?
-- Will you also be looking to tuck away that laundry basket, your collection of
jewellery, and selection of winter coats too?
While it can feel daunting, and there’s no ideal standard configuration, a little bit
of time and thought early in the process can ensure that the end result works for
your lifestyle.

SECTION 4 - FAQS
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6. DIY vs professional fitting:
pros and cons (which is best?)
We all love a DIY project, but putting up a shelf or some
flat-pack furniture is a bit different to a custom built fitted
wardrobe.
If you’re considering taking on the challenge yourself, and are
debating DIY vs professionally fitted wardrobes here are some
of the pros and cons to weigh up before you make your decision.

DIY fitted wardrobe install - pros
1. Less expensive
The lack of labour costs mean that you will naturally make a large saving
compared to a professional installer.
Though this relates to cash payments only and does not take into
account how much you value your time. The cost saving versus given
up your time, and the value you place on this, will be a key factor in the
decision particularly if you’re working full-time. How many weekends
and evenings are you happy to give up as the price?
2. Satisfaction
When you construct something yourself, there is always a great sense
of achievement that goes with it. Choosing to build and fit your own
fitted wardrobes is no small task and something that you will gain much
satisfaction from when completed.
You can already sense the pride of showing off your handiwork to
your partner and family! And of course, you’ll then be able to sit back
afterwards and gloat about your efforts and the costs saved.
3. 100% Bespoke
By building the fitted wardrobe yourself, you can take the time to
source the materials, designing it and constructing it exactly as you
have in mind.
There is no need to work to others designs or compromise on material
options. The world is your oyster!
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DIY fitted wardrobe install - cons
1. Stress!
Some of us are better than others when it comes to DIY, but a
disadvantage of taking it on yourself is dealing with the stress if it
doesn’t exactly go to plan.
To construct and install the wardrobe correctly, you will need patience to
deal with the finer details and any unforeseen issues.
If only all walls and floors were level.
2. Time
As with any DIY project, we have to sacrifice our own spare time. If you
don’t have a lot of experience this is going to take up more of your time,
as you will have to research how to do everything.
It’s also likely that you may make a few mistakes along the way that
could take more time to rectify.
3. Potential poor quality of finish
Constructing a fitted wardrobe yourself, you’ll need the knowledge to
identify the correct materials and design it so that it will be structurally
sound; while also having the skills to install it correctly. We’ve all carried
out our own DIY project to then spend a LOT of time, spotting those little
‘snags’ that seem to then haunt us.
However fitted wardrobes are there to be used, and therefore need
to perform functionally as well as aesthetically. Being a permanent,
integrated structure, with a high frequency of use you will also need
to ensure your skills are capable enough of withstanding such high
demands.
4. Cost of Tools
Most professional fitters are joiners by trade, who have built up a
reliable toolbox over time that they need to complete an install to a high
standard.
You may not need top of the range tools, however you will need a wide
range to fulfill the job or the ability to borrow or hire them.
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Professionally fitted wardrobe - pros
1. Expertise
If you choose a professional fitter, then not
only do you gain their expertise in dealing with
‘tricky’ installs but also the wealth of knowledge
they have which can help you design the
perfect space for your requirements.
One of the most common mistakes that DIY
enthusiasts make is when measuring. When it
comes to fitted wardrobe materials this can be
very costly and so having an expert to rely on,
can be worth their price alone.
And when it comes to small spaces, awkward
gaps, coving, electrics and uneven floors, a
professional fitter can quickly solve these issues
while making sure you end up with a professional
finish and a fully functional fitted wardrobe.
2. Guarantees
Found that one of your doors isn’t quite
working properly or another small ‘snag’. No
need to worry about fixing yourself or having to
accept not being happy with the finish.
Most professional fitters will offer to correct
snagging and a guarantee on parts. So do ask
them at the point of purchase to ensure you
understand what is covered.
For e.g. at Millers we offer a 5 year guarantee
on all wardrobe frames, internals and doors.
3. Simplicity of the process
When you choose to work with a professional
fitter, there will be no need to work with
suppliers to source materials, store them and
then wait until you have time to fit them. In
fact, you could, with some simpler designs,
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have a newly fitted wardrobe installed in as
little as six weeks.

upwards depending on complexity of internal
storage and overall design.

Design and layouts, measurements and install
are all normally included as part of using a
professional fitter.

2. Finding Someone You Trust
While you may not trust yourself to build your
dream wardrobe, you may also find it difficult
to identify who to trust with such an important
job.

Could it be any simpler?
4. Finance Options
You may be able to use credit cards or
alternative finances for your materials when
opting for a DIY install, a professional fitter will
normally be able offer finance.
For e.g. at Miller’s we can offer 10 months
0% finance subject to eligibility and this
is applicable to the full cost of your fitted
wardrobes - labour and materials.
5. Greater Options
Purchasing materials and understanding
the difference in quality and finish can be a
minefield when embarking upon a DIY project.
When using a professional they have access to
a much wider range of suppliers and know what
they can source where. This ensure that your
build is of high quality and also the style and
design that you’d like.

Professionally fitted wardrobe - cons
1. Increased Costs
There’s no avoiding the fact that if you hire
someone to install your fitted wardrobes,
then you will incur a greater cost than doing it
yourself.
For a simple wardrobe design our own labour
costs account for around a third of a fitted
wardrobe cost (£600) though will increase

We’d always recommend asking for examples
of previous work and checking social media
reviews. Do also consider staged payments to
provide some assurance over the quality of
work.

DIY vs professionally fitted wardrobes:
which is best?
If you are an experienced DIY Enthusiast with
lots of time to spare, then saving the cost of a
professional fitter may be the main reason you
choose to do-it-yourself. However, if you aren’t
confident in your abilities, tools or just want to
guarantee the perfect finish, like many buying
decisions it can be better to just pay the price
for a professional fitter.
Either way, both methods have their pros and
cons and the final decision will come down to
your individual circumstances.

SECTION 2
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1. How much does a fitted
wardrobe cost?
As with any buying decision, one of
the first questions you’ll have is “How
much does a fitted wardrobe cost?”. Not
surprisingly, it’s one of the first questions
that we are asked by our customers too.
While there is no ‘one-size fits’ all when
it comes to fitted wardrobe costs there
are a number of factors that will impact
on the combined labour and cost quotes
that you will receive.
Having designed, built and installed
fitted wardrobes for 6 years, and with
combined joiners experiences of 20
years, we understand that varying
just one of these factors can have a
significant impact on the total cost of a
fitted wardrobe.
Ultimately, as each unit is custom built
to your room and storage needs, it will
always have a bespoke price along with
it and thus vary greatly dependent on
these individual factors:

1. Your choice of internal storage solutions
There are two key considerations when it
comes to internal storage and both will impact
the overall cost of your fitted wardrobe. What
interior design you choose and the material
selected.
Firstly, while you can choose to buy interior
storage solutions off the shelf, many suppliers
are now able to fully customise your internal
storage to your requirements. It really will feel
like the storage options with fitted wardrobes
are now unlimited!
From pull-down hanging spaces to shoe storage,
trouser racks, shelving and even vanity units,
you can make your space work for you. These
would normally be cut and fitted by an in-house
joiner.
The more complex and the more individual
elements you add in, then the greater the price.
As you’d expect, a flat pack storage option
versus a full custom build will vary substantially
in price.
The second key factor to the cost of internal
storage solutions is what the internal storage is
made of, i.e. materials.
While we choose to use 18mm laminated
timber, available in over 70 colours to match
door and room decor, the quality and potential
longevity of internal storage can vary greatly and
thus impact on the total cost.
Typically MDF and pine are usually the cheapest
options with hardwoods being the most
expensive.
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2. The style and colour of door fronts
Contemporary or traditional, plain colours or
mirrored? As with interior options, the style
and colours available to choose from can feel
endless and will vary in price.
Along with your budget, it’s worth considering
whether you are looking to match existing
furniture or whether you are looking to achieve
a certain style overall in your room when
choosing your doors.
Fitted Wardrobe Buying Tip - This is where a
bespoke design service can aid with that feeling
of being overwhelmed when trying to choose.
They can help translate your requirements and
help you visualise the end product.
3. The size of the overall unit
Do you need 2, 3 or even 4 doors? Does your
space lend itself to floor to ceiling doors or a
standard door size? Some people choose to
make one whole wall into a fitted wardrobe to
maximise their storage whereas they can also
be fitted into small spaces, even under eaves.
As door costs can vary substantially the total
number and width/height will determine the
base price of your fitted wardrobe.
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4. Complexities that need to be built around
such as coombed ceilings or uneven walls
One of the benefits of choosing fitted
wardrobes is that you can truly maximise
the use of space, even when your room is an
awkward shape. You can literally squeeze every
last inch out with a bespoke fitting.
However, if you have an awkward shape, coving
or skirting boards, then the level of bespoke
fittings may increase. This is because
fittings may need altered to accommodate
dimensions of any fixed details to present a
flush, tailor-made finish, thus increasing the
price and time required to install.
5. Bespoke design service charge

Like us, some companies offer a free planning
service whereas others will charge for this
service. Don’t forget that if the planning is instore this will also rely on you accurately taking
all measurements beforehand.
6. Delivery and installation costs
Does the total price include delivery and
installation?
Most of our own customers, particularly with
bespoke builds, would find it quite daunting
to receive all the fittings and then have to
install themselves. So it’s worth ensuring
you understand whether the cost includes
installation and who will be carrying this out.

If you’ve started to Google fitted wardrobe costs,
you may wonder why online prices can vary
differently to those from an independent local
provider.

Just like the materials, the size, complexity of
fittings, number of doors will all impact upon
an installation cost.

While any one of the factors outlined in our blog
here may be contributing to the difference, the
immediate difference could be due to the lack
of a bespoke design service and measurement
appointment.

When making a significant investment in your
home, you may choose to pay via finance.
While at Millers, we have finance options with
10 months interest-free credit, other suppliers
may have set finance rates, adding to your
fitted wardrobe cost.

At Millers, we provide a free estimate and design
service which is undertaken by either our in-house
joiner Paul or Gary Miller himself. They take great
pride in providing high-quality workmanship and
this all starts at the measurement & design stage.
We believe that if you are investing in a fitted
wardrobe, it’s important to get it right from Day
1 and that we don’t run into issues at the fitting
stage. It’s also the ideal opportunity for you to take
advantage of our experience of fitted wardrobe
design.

SECTION 2 - COSTS AND FINANCING

7. Financing your purchase

It’s worth checking what options and APR %
are being offered and if there is any difference
depending on the total amount you are
spending.
Don’t forget to check payment terms too.
While some may request full payment up
front, a reputable supplier should offer
stage payments along with the work that’s
completed.

In summary
It can be extremely frustrating when trying to
get a feel for a cost to hear “it depends”. While
the reality is that all of these factors impact on
final costs, and it does ‘depend’. Typically our
own prices tend to start from £1,500 upwards
(timber and doors would typically account for
75% of the cost around this price range with
labour at 25%).
While it can be tempting to try and keep costs
low when working through each of these
decisions in designing your wardrobe, it’s worth
remembering both the longevity and impact
to your own daily life of having a solution that
truly works for you. And of course, the value
that it will add to your home.
If you do want to keep things simple, choose a
business that will manage the design to install
process end to end and guide you through all
of the options to suit both your budget and
lifestyle.
This alone will provide you with the assurance
that when making an investment you will avoid
costly mistakes, and stress, along the way.
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2. How do I pay for my
fitted wardrobe and
when?
Typically at Millers, our payments are as
follows:
25% of payment is required to confirm the order
50% of payment is due once the frame and
internals are complete
25% of payment is due once the doors are
in position and install fully complete
Payment can be made in cash or by debit
or credit card
Payments can also be made by bank transfer
(bacs)
Finance options are available, with up to 10
months interest free credit subject to eligibility.

3. Is there a cancellation
policy or terms and
conditions?
In simplest terms, if you ask to cancel your
fitted wardrobe within 7 days of confirmation,
we would refund your deposit at full.
After this point, materials will have been
ordered and costs incurred.

SECTION 2 - COSTS AND FINANCING
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A STEP-BY-STEP GUIDE TO BUYING A FITTED WARDROBE
After you’ve spent hours or days Googling fitted wardrobe costs and designs, you’ve
made a finally making a decision to buy one, you might be wondering what next?

2

1

3

Pop in-store to
browse our selection
of storage solutions,
door fronts and ﬁnishings

Research built-in
wardrobe storage ideas
and ﬁnd inspiration

7

Install team
construct frame
in your home

Book a measurement
appointment for your
ﬁtted wardrobe

We’ll send you
a design layout proposal
and cost estimate

4

6

Complete
our service
agreement and
pay deposit (25%)

5

Agree layout
and select
ﬁnishing options

Full quote and
ﬁnal design

25%

8

Door
measurements
are taken and
an order is placed

9
Doors installed
and ﬁnal payment

SECTION 2 - A STEP-BY-STEP GUIDE TO BUYING A FITTED WARDROBE

10
Aftercare
and feedback

At Millers, we recognise that when you are
making a significant investment in your
home, communication is key. So to help you
feel less overwhelmed about the full process,
we’ve outlined our 10 Step Guide when
buying one of our fitted wardrobes as part of
this guide.
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A STEP-BY-STEP GUIDE TO BUYING A FITTED WARDROBE

1. Research built-in
wardrobe ideas and find
inspiration

3. Book a measurement appointment

The majority of our customers who are looking
for storage solutions tend to pop into one of
our showrooms or give us a call. At this stage,
we’ll give you a quick overview of what we can
offer but our priority is to find out what you
need to suit your home and your lifestyle.

If you’d prefer, you can always skip step 2 above and arrange an
appointment straight away by calling us on 01241 854 044 (Carnoustie)
or 01674 673 905 (Montrose).

We can help you work this out by asking some
questions but we’d also suggest that you do
some research before our next step in the
process.
Pinterest and interior design magazines are a
great place to start, as well as asking friends
and family. Bloson Mag hyperlink

2. Pop in-store to browse
our selection of storage
solutions, door fronts
and finishings
Once you’ve got some inspiration, it’s likely that
you’ll want to see some of these ideas in the
flesh. Storage solution options, door fronts and
finishings can all be viewed in our showrooms.
Both our Montrose and Carnoustie showrooms
hold a large display for built-in wardrobes,
allowing you to get a feel of size, colours,
quality of product and most importantly what
you like and don’t like.
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A fitted wardrobe is tailor built to room dimensions. So in order to
provide an accurate quote, we will need to pop out to your home to
measure up.

You could also arrange a measurement appointment while you are in
visiting one of our showrooms in Carnoustie and Montrose.
The measurement appointment is a great opportunity to share the ideas
from your research above, explaining to us what you like and also what
you plan to store in the wardrobe.
Our measurement appointments are typically between 8.30 am to 5
pm, Monday to Friday, however, it may be possible to accommodate
evenings and weekends to suit your own availability.
Don’t forget to get your questions ready for our designer beforehand so
you can check them off in your discussions!
Not moved in yet? Don’t worry drop in your architects’ plans and we can
create a design based on these, confirming measurements when we can
get access.
We’ll then send you a design layout proposal & cost estimate
Following your design appointment, we will provide you with a wardrobe
layout that is tailored to your room and storage requirements. We will
send you this design with accompanying quotation by email within two
days following your measurement appointment.
It’s normal at this stage for amendments to be made to ensure you are
100% happy with the design outline. We can either do this by phone/
email or if you’d prefer, you can pop back into the showroom to discuss.
Ballpark costs will then be provided, though these will naturally vary
depending on the finishings you then select.
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25%

4. Agree layout and select
finishing options

6. Complete our service
agreement & pay deposit

When making a decision like a fitted wardrobe
you want to make sure you are making the
right style choices as it is going to be around
for a long time. With that in mind, some of our
clients choose to pop back in store to confirm
their preferences so that they can feel 100%
confident in their choices.

When you are ready to go ahead with your
fitted wardrobe, a service agreement will be
sent across to sign and a 25% deposit will
confirm your order. We’ll then be able to order
the materials.

5. Full quote and final
design
Now that we have measurements, final layout
and finishes we can move onto producing a full
quote and final design.
We’ll email you the final quote which will
outline all costs and include materials, delivery,
and installation.
Note that the quote is typically valid for 3
months.

Typically, 3 to 4 days later our suppliers will
confirm a delivery date and we’ll be able to call/
email to pre-book an installation date.

7. Frame construct in your
home
Our install team will arrive on your pre-booked
date (Monday to Friday, 8.30am to 5pm) and
we’ll need you to let us have access into your
home.
We ask that the working area is clear of
furniture, however, if you’ve made us aware of
any furniture, beds etc that require moving at
the measurement stage, then we’ll be able to
take care of this too.
Depending on the complexity of your fitted
wardrobe design, the construction of the frame
along with the internals should be finished
within 1-3 days.
50% of costs are then due on completion.

SECTION 3 - A STEP-BY-STEP GUIDE TO BUYING A FITTED WARDROBE FROM MILLERS
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8. Doors measurements are
taken & an order is placed
While we will have taken measurements at our
initial visit, the doors cannot be ordered until this
time as they are custom built to the frame, so
that they can take into consideration wall/ floor
leveling.

10. Aftercare & feedback
We want to ensure that you are 100% satisfied
with your wardrobe and installation process.
We also want to make sure our service is at it’s
very best, so we’ll get in touch a few days after
completion to check there are no snagging
issue or concerns.

We find time after time, that many homes have
rooms shorter in height at one end than the
other. And, it’s important that we get these
exactly right to fit the custom build frame which is
now in situ.

But otherwise, you can sit back and enjoy those
stress-free mornings being able to see and
choose your clothes!

You’re welcome to use your wardrobe though, as
the frame and internals will be finished and ready
to use. Perhaps time for that declutter before
admiring your clothes all neatly stored away?

The process may feel daunting, however with
20+ years joinery experience and a strong
focus on customer services we will check in
with you at every stage to check that you both
understand and are happy with the progress.

9. Doors installed & final
payment

The full process could take as little as 6 weeks
though we find the design stage can vary by
customer depending on the number of design
variations and time required to ensure you
get the right solution for you. While we can
pre-book installation around any other work
you are having carried out at home, typically
once the service agreement is signed and
deposit paid, you could have a fitted wardrobe
complete in 5 weeks.

Doors normally arrive 2 weeks after the internal
frames being fitted weeks but may be longer
depending on the complexity and size of the door
set up. However, as soon as they arrive with us,
we will prioritise your install.
This tends to be the quickest part of the
installation and takes around 2 to 3 hours. Don’t’
worry about not being able to find a suitable time
for us to visit, we offer installs Monday to Friday,
8.30 am to 5 pm.
Once the final work is complete, the final balance
will be due (25%).
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Your Fitted Wardrobe Solution from Millers

If you are ready to chat with the team and talk
through options, then do just get in touch via
our contact details at the end of this ebook.
(add link)

SECTION 4

FAQs

www.millersofmontrose.co.uk
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1. Internal storage terminology - what
options are there?
We know terminology can be confusing so here’s a quick run
down on storage terminology:
Full-length hanging: Suitable for long dresses and jackets
Medium hanging (approx 142cm): Suitable for short dresses, long
skirts and ¾ length jackets
Short hanging (approx 100 cm): Suitable for shirts, folded trousers
and short skirts or jackets.
Child hanging (approx 71cm): Suitable for child sized clothing
Double hanging: Two short length hanging rails one above each other
Triple hanging: Three child height hanging rails one above each other
Trouser Rail: An outwardly pulling rail, on which to hang folded trousers
Fitted Wardrobe Interiors: Drawers and Shelves
Drawers and shelves can be varied in dimensions to coordinate
with your hanging space but also the intended clothing that you are
expecting to place in them; with inserts available for items like jewellery
or ties.
There is also the option for a pull out shelf, also known as an open
drawer, which is ideal for shoes or T-shirts. These give you greater
accessibility to items at the back.
Fitted Wardrobes: Hidden desks and Vanity Units
Sliding door wardrobes can open up a world of secrets behind them
including office desks and vanity units. The functionality allows you
to hide it all away when not in use, giving your room that clutter free
appearance.

SECTION 4 - FAQS

2. How do I decide what space I need?
We find the easiest place to start the design for your wardrobe internals
is the hanging space. Look at what you currently hang up and mentally
or physically group them into height sizes. This will help you identify how
much full-length and short-length space you need.
From there, think about what other items you need to accommodate. In
order to keep your bedroom clutter free, every item should have its place.
T-shirts are good for being stacked so shelves will suit them well but
smaller items such as socks and underwear will be better placed in a
drawer.
Consider how you currently store your jewellery, shoes, handbags, ties
and belts. You could consider drawer inserts, or hanging rails to make
them easier to sort through.
List them all out and rank what’s important to you. For e.g are you known
for your stunning shoe range or are dresses your thing? Being able to
easily see and access your favourite clothes will help you retain that ‘wow’
factor each time you slide open one of those doors.
Have a go at sketching some ideas down and jump into Pinterest for
some internal storage inspiration too. That way when you speak to your
designer, you’ve some initial designs to help you both get started.
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3. There is so much choice!
Do you have a range of popular interior
designs that I could select from?
Of course and we’d be happy to share these
with you.
However we do find that taking a little time to
talk through your own lifestyle and clothing will
help you create a design perfect for you.

4. What types of door fronts are there?
Typically there are three types of door fronts
available to you:
Sliding; Hinged; and Bi-Fold
In addition you have a wide range of frames
along with mirror, coloured glass and wood
effect panel options.

5. I’m worried I make the wrong colour
choice or design, how I do I avoid this?
It’s entirely natural to feel nervous when
making choices and we will always be happy to
discuss any concerns you have. By following
the below tips, we can make sure you end up
with your dream wardrobe:
-- Take your time throughout the process.
-- Research ideas until you know what you like
and don’t like.
-- Think about your clothes. How regularly
you use certain garments? What frustrates
you about your current situation? This will
help you identify what you need from your
internal storage solutions.
-- Consider the style of your room and take
SECTION 4 - FAQS

photos of it to refer to.
-- Come into either of the shops and look at the
display on show, we have many colours to
choose from, something for everyone.
-- Speak to our shop attendants, ask them all

the questions you need, we want to help you
to get this right!
-- Discuss your designs with family and friends.
They will help you feel reassured and point
out opportunities for improvement, as they
are more objective.

GENERAL DESIGN
QUESTIONS

www.millersofmontrose.co.uk
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GENERAL DESIGN QUESTIONS
1. I have eaves in my room can you build
a fitted wardrobe into it?
Yes, positioning a fitted wardrobe against eaves
is possible and will allow you to maximise the
use of what would be dead space.
Depending on the angle and measurements
at which the combed ceiling exists, it will likely
limit the selection of internals that you can use.
However, these spaces are ideal for handbags,
shoes and other accessories that are easy to fit
into small spaces.

2. There are light switches/plug sockets in
the way, can I move these?
This happens a lot, as it is very rare for a wall to
be completely clear of obstacles.

4. My fitted wardrobe only has a rail and
shelf, can you build in additional storage?

designs can be easily accommodated though
if required.

Absolutely!

This allows for spacious hanging space so that
coats and other bulky items don’t get caught up
in the sliding doors.

Many of our customers already have the
framework for a fitted wardrobe, but the
storage is not efficient due to the lack of
structure.

With light switches we’d recommend you move
them to somewhere more accessible.

In this situation we can design the internals
to fit your existing framework, often opening
up the top section so that it can be used for
additional storage too.

Plug sockets can actually be quite useful
depending on their specific location, but easily
moved if causing obstruction.

5. Can you match the framework to my
existing furniture?

We have a local electrician that we work with
regularly who we can put you in touch with
or you can use your own; these fittings would
need to be moved before construction starts.

3. I already have a fitted wardrobe, can I
just replace the doors?
Yes, If you already have a fitted wardrobe
in place, but feel the external doors could
do with a refresh we can pop out to get the
measurements.
We can then order them in the colour and style
that you like.
GENERAL DESIGN QUESTIONS

When considering a fitted wardrobe you
might want to match it to your skirting
boards & facings or alternatively your existing
freestanding furniture.
None of this is an issue, we’ll simply bring
our selection of samples to your home
measurement appointment so that you can
select the correct colours and materials.

6. Does my fitted wardrobe have to be a
certain depth?
The typical depth of a fitted wardrobe is usually
between 60- 65 cm, though wider and narrower

7. What should I think about pre the
measurement appointment?
Get a clear picture in your mind of what you
hope to achieve in your space.
Take inspiration from magazines, Pinterest
or visit either of our shops. We can then take
these ideas and work it, as best we can into
your space.

8. I’d love some help with styling the rest
of my room, can you help?
Absolutely, our showrooms in Carnoustie
and Montrose both have a fantastic range of
furnishing and flooring options.
Our staff in either shop will gladly help you
bring a look together, providing samples to
take home where possible to see it in your own
surrounding.

MEASUREMENT
QUESTIONS

www.millersofmontrose.co.uk
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MEASUREMENT QUESTIONS
1. How do I book a measurement
appointment?
A measurement appointment can be booked
over the phone, by email or by popping into
either of our showrooms.

2. How long will the measurement
appointment take?
A typical measurement appointment will take
about 30 minutes. This allows for us to take
measurements, discuss your design ideas and
cover any queries you may have.

3. What days/times can the appointment
be booked?
As standard we offer fitted wardrobe
measurement appointments between 8.30am
and 5.30pm Monday to Friday.
However, we understand that this may not
always work within your standard working week
so we will try and accommodate evening and
weekend appointments wherever necessary.

4. Do I need to be in for the measurement
appointment/can someone else be at home?
In order for us to create a design that will help
you functionally as well as aesthetically it will
be best for you to be at home so that we can
discuss details with the space in mind.
However if, for some reason, this isn’t possible
we can easily pop out and get measurements
and then have this conversation separately
either in the shop or on the phone.
MEASUREMENT QUESTIONS

5. Do I need to come into a showroom to
have a look around first?

6. Who should I expect from Millers at
the measurement appointment?

We would advise that you come into the shop
to see examples of the internals and sliding
doors. However, you could do this after the
measurement appointment too.

Measurement appointments for Fitted
Wardrobes are carried out by Gary Miller or
Paul Cooper.
You can read more about them in our ‘About
Us’ Section.

INSTALL
QUESTIONS

www.millersofmontrose.co.uk
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INSTALL QUESTIONS
1. What if I need to change my times or
dates that I have booked for install?
Ideally all fitted wardrobe installations would
run to plan. However, we understand that
renovation projects can overrun.
If for any reason your dates need to move
at the last minute we will try our best to
accommodate your changes within a 14 day
period, at no additional cost. Over and above
this, we can discuss on an individual basis.

2. There is an existing fitted wardrobe in
place, do I have to remove it first?
Our installation team will happily remove and
dispose of any previous structures. (This will be
discussed at your measurement appointment;
with costs based upon an hourly rate).
Alternatively remove them yourself and we can
start construction from a blank canvas.

empty the room completely will depend on the
size of your room.

3. Do I need to provide a working area?

We can discuss this at your measurement
appointment and endeavour to minimise any
disruption.

Our joiners will need enough space to cut
material and ideally this would be in the same
room that the fitted wardrobes are being
installed. This will ensure that any stour can be
minimised and contained to one area.
If this is not possible an area will need to
be allocated elsewhere. Dust sheets will be
provided to protect any areas used during the
installation process.

4. Do I need to empty the room?
We will need enough room to work in and cut
the materials within. But whether you need to
INSTALL QUESTIONS

5. How long will it take to finish my fitted
wardrobe? Will I have access to the room
throughout?
The length of time for installation will vary
depending on your final design. However, the
typical 2 or 3 door system on average will take
two days for the frame and internals. Access to
the room during this time will be dependent on
the room available but we can ensure that you
are able to use the room overnight especially if
it is a bedroom install!

We will return at a later date for the door
fronts to be put in position as these need to be
ordered to fit the final frame built and you can
use the room during this time.

6. Who will fit my wardrobe?
Our experienced joiner Paul will install your
wardrobe. (Fitted Wardrobes)

7. Will they clean up afterwards?
Absolutely.
We believe that all of our team should treat
each project as it were their own home, tidying
up at the end of each day.

AFTERCARE
QUESTIONS

www.millersofmontrose.co.uk
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AFTERCARE QUESTIONS
1. Do you offer guarantees for snagging?
Although we aim to provide our customers with a perfect
finish every time, you will have the added reassurance of
a 5 year guarantee that will cover you for any snagging or
mechanism failures after installation.

2. How do I keep my fitted wardrobe looking brand
new?
When you’ve invested in fitted wardrobes spending a little
bit of time on cleaning and maintenance can help keep that
‘new’ feeling.
If you’ve opted for sliding doors, then regularly vacuuming
the tracks will ensure the tracks are kept dust free and
running smoothly. It may seem obvious but try to avoid
getting anything stuck in the tracks as this can damage the
bottom wheel and possibly de-rail the doors.
The tracks and door frames themselves can be cleaned
with a dry or damp cloth.
If you’ve chosen mirrored doors or coloured glass, then
these can be cleaned with any normal household glass
cleaner, whereas wood panels should be cleaned with a dry
or damp cloth. Use warm water only if you have frosted
glass and make sure you clean the whole surface to avoid
any marking.

3. I’ve spotted an issue with my wardrobe - can you
help resolve and for how long after the install? Can
I buy spares or individual parts if I notice an issue?
We’re proud to say that we’ve not had a customer return to
us with an issue post install, however we will always offer
help and advise with any issues.
Whether it’s within the 5 year guarantee period, or not, do
speak to one of the team who can advise and or identify if
parts are required.
AFTERCARE QUESTIONS

OTHER
QUERIES
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INSTALL
1. I’m buying a new home and don’t yet have access to the
house, can I supply drawings/plans?
Absolutely. We can take the measurements from architects drawings
to create a design & provide a quote.
We can then update these when you have access to ensure we get
the perfect fit.

2. My house was damaged by flood/fire, can I work with you
and my insurance company?
We understand how stressful these situations are as we have played our
part many a time in putting homes back together.
We can deal direct with you if a cash settlement has been made or
through your nominated contractor if the repair work has been agreed.

OTHER QUERIES

SECTION 5

EXPERIENCE
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EXPERIENCE
We often spot social media posts that talk about “shopping local”
or that a “small business owner does a happy dance” every time you
buy. It’s true, we do (and we really should video Gary’s to share),
however, we also know that when you are spending your hard
earned money on a fitted wardrobe, our happy dance may not
be the primary reason to buy a fitted wardrobe from us.
So why should you?
We’ve pulled together the main reasons below, so read on for
all seven.

7 Reasons to buy a fitted wardrobe from Millers
1. We’re cheaper!
Yippee! We hear you say!
It’s not surprising that there can be an
assumption that a bigger company will
provide cheaper prices as they are able to
scale their production and place a large
volume of orders at a discount. However,
as a fitted wardrobe needs to be custom
measured, designed and built it is harder for
the national companies to drill down on costs
and they have larger overheads. We can not
only compete but we can be cheaper too.
Fitted wardrobes are the perfect product for
a company like us, where we like to provide
a personalised, custom service. Each of our
projects are priced to specifications, and they
can easily be adjusted to suit budgets.
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2. Measured and constructed
by our own team
While other national chains may outsource
their fitting, our fitted wardrobes are all made
to measure and constructed by our own
local, talented joiners. They have a wealth of
experience between them and as we believe
in retaining talent, they are all long-term
employees too.
Before making your final booking, we
can advise which of the team will fit your
wardrobes and provide you with examples
of previous work. That way you can feel
confident that you know who to expect on the
day and that they will do a good job and clear
up behind themselves as part of our standard
service.
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3. We want you to come back to Millers again!

6. We offer a complete project management service

Specialist national companies can sometimes feel a little ‘faceless’ and if
you run into any issues, it can be difficult to navigate customer services.
The reality is that it’s unlikely you’ll need another fitted wardrobe from
them for some time (if at all) and thus there may not be as much focus
on establishing a long-term relationship.

When choosing where to place a fitted wardrobe we often find that
customers need to adapt or move other room features such as light
switches, skirting boards and wall-mounted TV’s.

At Millers in addition to our fitted wardrobe range, we can provide
flooring and furnishings for your whole home. We care about providing
a more personal approach and one that is tailored to you and your
home.

4. Our materials are all first class
We source our materials from a Scottish manufacturer who uses
materials that comply with ISO 9000:2001.
Our units are mostly built using MFC (Melamine Faced Chipboard); it has
a dense outer core which provides great protection against impact and
a coarse inner core which and gives the best stability to fixings. MFC is
also far more environmentally friendly and better for you than the likes
of MDF which contains formaldehyde.

5. We don’t believe in ‘chasing’ sales
When you talk to us about your requirements, our priority is for you to
never feel pressured to make a purchase. Fitted wardrobes are a large
investment and one that you want to get right. That’s why, like all of our
products and services, our team are not paid based on commission.
We provide a free design service for all of our fitted wardrobes as
standard and we want you to take your time with your decision so that
you’re 100% happy with your decision.
We recommend that you come in and view our display wardrobes as
many times as you’d like so that you feel confident about your layout
and colour selections.
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Many customers, therefore, choose to redecorate at the same time and/
or have a new carpet fitted.
Organising deliveries and tradesmen can be difficult, so we can help you
take care of everything using our network of local traders. This ensures
the job is as straightforward as possible for you and you can quickly
start using that dream bedroom!

7. After sales care as standard
We pride ourselves on our high level of workmanship. However if for
any reason you are unhappy with the final results we will make it our
priority to get it corrected.
We also carry a 5 year guarantee on all fitted wardrobes helping to give
you additional peace of mind.

In Summary
If you are reading this, you are probably trying to figure out which fitted
wardrobe company is the right fit for you. We get it. Choosing someone
to create your perfect space is a big deal. But while we are proud of the
work that we do but don’t intend for this blog to be ‘boastful’.
Instead, it’s to clarify a common misconception that buying from a
smaller business, can mean paying more and having less choice.
We hope that this has helped you understand who we are and if you
think we’re the perfect match then do get in touch via our contact
us page HERE or drop into one of our showrooms in Carnoustie and
Montrose.
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CASE STUDY

Customer Story:
Kathleen Robertson

Kathleen and her husband had moved
into their flat for only a few months
when they had to deal with a damp
problem. The issue was dealt with
swiftly by both them and the other
tenants of the block however the
stale smell was still lingering in their
bedroom.
As you can imagine, walking in there at
the end of a long day didn’t give them
that sense of relaxation or calm that
you’d hope to expect, and with clothes
hanging in the wardrobe the smell
seemed to haunt them.
Their bedroom housed an old builtin wardrobe that had been botched
together by the previous owner using
offcuts of wood material and their
carpet had seen better days. Kathleen
and her husband decided that opening
the windows wasn’t going to solve
their problem anymore so were on the
lookout for a transformation that would
freshen the room up and let them enjoy
their flat again.

“We decided to pop into Millers of Montrose, as they were
the local guys, they’d taken over from McIvers and so
thought we should give them a go. Gary popped round
to our flat to take a look at the space and gave us some
guidance on what would work best for a fitted wardrobe.”
Kathleen Robertson

SECTION 5 - EXPERIENCE

A LITTLE BIT
ABOUT US

www.millersofmontrose.co.uk
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A LITTLE BIT ABOUT US
For years I heard stories about people buying from
large high street chains feeling dissatisfied with their
purchases; products unfit for purpose or left feeling out
of pocket by the constant discounting.
When I opened my first shop, I wanted to reinvent
this buying experience, helping our customers find the
products that they really needed. By sharing knowledge
and advice we aim to equip our clients with all the
information they need so that they love their room
transformations for years to come.
As a small, family owned business the happiness of
every customer is personal for me as ultimately it’s my
reputation on the line. We take time carefully selecting
products for our two showrooms, so that our customers
have every opportunity to make their home a place
which they can be proud of.
We don’t use misleading sales tactics, false markups or deceptive offers of free fitting; our quotes are
transparent and include everything that you require
for the job. Our business is built on the foundations of
quality, honesty and a personal approach to customer
service. Having been in business now for 20 years, our
customers who come back time and time again are a
testament to this.
If you’d like any information, pop down to see us, give
us a call, or write us an email; we’d be delighted to hear
from you.
Gary Miller, Managing Director

A LITTLE BIT ABOUT US
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OUR FITTED WARDROBE TEAM

Gary Miller

Paul Cooper

MANAGING DIRECTOR

JOINER & BLIND INSTALLER

Starting the business in March 1999 with
carpet and upholstery cleaning. Gary
has continued to grow ‘Millers’ over the
past 19 years, through investment in new
products and services reflecting the needs
of his customers. His top priority is to put
the customer first, and is reflected in the
number of fantastic reviews received.
Away from work you’ll likely find him pitch
side coaching the Carnoustie Panmure
youth football teams or keeping himself
fit.

Paul came to work for the firm after a
long stint with Dundee College where he
worked as a joiner, since coming in he is
our main fitter for installing bespoke fitted
wardrobes and sliding doors, but also
gets involved fitting kitchens and window
blinds. Paul rarely ‘downs tools’
as he is a keen DIY enthusiast and
is always renewing or rejuvenating
something around the home for friends
& family.

OUR FITTED WARDROBE TEAM
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OUR TEAM

Gary Miller

MANAGING DIRECTOR

STORE ASSISTANT

CARPET CLEANING
TECHNICIAN/FLOOR FITTER

Graeme Gove

Liz Miller

Jimmy Carroll

DIRECTOR

Fiona McCash

Bryan Paterson

Brenda Miller

STORE ASSISTANT

Paul Cooper

JOINER & BLIND INSTALLER

OUR FITTED WARDROBE TEAM

STORE MANAGER

STORE MANAGER

Derek Gillespie
ESTIMATOR

Veronica Neave

KITCHEN SHOWROOM
MANAGER

Nick Hill

ASST STORE MANAGER

Mark Ritchie

KITCHEN SHOWROOM
MANAGER

Shona Salmond
STORE ASSISTANT

Steve Dargie

HARD FLOOR FITTER & BLIND
INSTALLER

HOW TO
CONTACT

www.millersofmontrose.co.uk
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HOW TO CONTACT

Where can you find us?

MONTROSE

CARNOUSTIE

Our website www.millersofmontrose.co.uk

Car Parking
Free car parking is available for 30 minutes
right outside both of our shop doors.
I’d suggest that to give yourself time though
and that you park in one of the allocated car
parks where it costs £1 per hour (note payment
machines take cards only and no cash).
In Montrose this is to the rear of the building
in the Baltic Car Park, and in Carnoustie it is
located diagonally in front of our building and
signposted from the main street.

HOW TO CONTACT

Find us in Montrose:
Millers of Montrose
115 High St,
Montrose
DD10 8QR

Find us in Carnoustie:
Millers of Carnoustie
88-90 Dundee St,
Carnoustie
DD7 7PH

Tel: 01674 673 905

Tel: 01241 854044

Make Yourself at Home
www.millersofmontrose.co.uk

MONTROSE

115 High street
Montrose
DD10 8QR

CARNOUSTIE

88-90 Dundee Street
Carnoustie
DD7 7PH

